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O c t o b e r 5 , 1988 

Abstract 

Basic properties of penguin diagrams are reviewed. Some model dependent 
calculations of low momentum penguin loop contributions are presented. CP-
violating effects generated when penguin-like diagrams are inserted in higher 
loops are described. 

1 In t roduc t ion 
The history of so-called penguin diagrams has. mainly been connected to the expla
nation of the A / = 1/2 rule and the CP-violating parameter e' in K —> -KIT decays. 
Many reviews discussing weak non-leptonic decays have been g iven 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , and all 
the details will not be repeated here. As far as possible I will avoid to overlap 
with other speakers. But soma standard properties of penguins will shortly be 
reviewed in a rather qualitative way in sections 2,3 of this article. In section 1 I 
discuss long distance model dependent approaches to the penguin loop diagram 
whith show some enhancement of the AJ = 1/2 amplitude. In section 5 I will 
describe CP-violating effects which arise when penguin-like diagrams, with c- and 
t-quarks in the loop, are inserted in higher loop diagrams. Such effects are relevant 
for the description of the electric dipole moment of the neutron, the e parameter 
for the K — R system, and the rare decays K 1 | S —» yy a^d KL -* tf°e+e~ which 
are of current interest experimentally. In this article I will stay completely inside 
the Standard Model. 

To first order in Fermi's coupling constant Gp non-leptonic processes are deter
mined by the time ordered product of two weak currents J£ and the W-propagator 

J <PxT\Jw (x)„Jw (0)„}Dw (*)"" . U; 
Thus the basic non-leptonic interaction for «u —* ud in the free quarV. case is the 
one illustrated in Fig.la. When perturbative QCD is turned on, gluon corrections 
like Fig.lb combined with the renormalization group equations (RGE) give the well 
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Figure 1: Basic non-leptonic interaction, a(left)): The free quark case, b(center)): 
Perturbative QCD correction to a), c(right)): Picture of left-left type operators 
generated by a) and b). 
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Figure 2: s —> d transitions, a): The s —» d self-eneTgy transition, b): The s -
penguin loop diagram, c): Four quark penguin interaction generated by b). 
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known effective weak hamiltonian including two four quark operators of left-left 
type 6 (-the relevant Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) factor has been removed) 

Hff- ~ GP(C+Q+ + C.Q-), Q± = QA ± QB, 
QA = HLl»SLdL1»UL , QB = dLlpSLQLyuL , (2) 

where the coefficients C± are determined by the strong coupling a, at the scales 
Mw and /* (the «normalization point), and by the anomalous dimension of the 
operators Q±. 

Equation (1) also opens another possibility than (2), namely the non-diagonal 
self-energy for s —» d (see F.ig.2a), which in the free quark case will give a discon
nected graph for su —> du, say, instead of the connected version in Fig.la. However, 
this pure AI = 1/2 transition can, as discussed by many authors 7 , be rotated away 
for an on-shell s- or d-quark. The 3 —> d transition should at most give a significant 
effect when the s- and d-quarks are extremely off-shell. However, when pertur
bative QCD is switched on, the situation changes radically. Then one or more 
gluons might be emitted by the charge 2/3 quarks inside the loop in Fig.2a, and 
we obtain elementary processes of the type a —> d 4- gluon(s) as shown in Figs.2b. 
Such transitions still have a pure A7 = 1/2 character, and the hope was that the 
penguin type interaction could explain the AI = 1/2 rule in K -* JTJT decays 8 , 9 

When the gluon in Fig.2b is attached to a quark line, one obtains a Feynman 
diagram Fig.2c for a sq —» dq transition (q=u,d,s). This diagram corresponds to a 
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Figure 3: Penguin-like one loop interactions, a): The s —» dGG loop, b): The EM-
penguin loop .s —• d 7 . c): The "photopenguin" s —• dGi loop. 

new piece of the effective weak hamiltonian (for the CP-conserving case): 

HP~GFCpQp, o ~ - = M „ _ £ QP = <k V * * £ 97"* 0? , (3) 

where /x is the «normalization point ~ 1 GeV. When RGE is taken into account, 
the four quark operators in (2) and (3) mix under renormalization. Then the final 
effective hamiltonian will contain 6 operators, and the coefficients of the penguin 
type operators are modified compared to the naive expression for CP in (3). How
ever, for many practical purposes, the effective weak hamiltonian for non-leptonic 
interactions may be taken as the sum of Hfc,L hi (2) and Hp in (3). 

If the penguin gluon(s) is (are) replaced by a photon, say, other penguin like 
interactions are generated. (See Fig.3. These are generally not pure AJ = 1/2 
effects). Such diagrams might play an important role in the description of rare 
processes like K —• we+e~, K —• fy , K —> vO, and similar processes for B-decays. 

If heavy quarks (c,t) run in the penguin loop, a CP-violating effect is generated. 
This is the origin of the parameter E' for direct CP-vio!ation in K —» 7T7T decays. 
The relevant hamiltonian is basically the same as in (3). The sams operator Qp in 
(3) is involved 1 0, but the KM-factor is changed and the logarithm in Cp is replaced 
by ln(mf/mj). Thus, within the short distance approach to the penguin diagram 
represented by (3), there is a connection between the CP-concerving A / = 1/2 
amplitude and the value of e'/e . However, if the CP-conserving amplitude is long 
distance dominated (see section 4), this connection is loosened. For a description 
of (.'/(. I refer to the talk by Sharpe. 

2 The penguin loop amplitude 
The expression for the ordinary penguin loop amplitude s —» dG (G=gluon) is 

AP = V2GF-^ • P • ( p V " - ^p")e;(G){diuU'S) , (4) 

where • ' 
P = E V * = ULU - Lc) - X,(LC - Lt) , (5) 

j=u,c,t 
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p and e(G) are the gluon momentum and polarization respectively, and 1° a colour 
matrix.. A, = V£V,j ; j = u,c,t; are the KM-factors. To obtain (5) with the GIM-
mechanism" exposed, the relation 2 - Ay = 0, expressing the unitarity of the KM-
matrix, is used. The quantities Lj contain the result of the loop integration and are 
functions of the W-mass Mw, the charge 2/3 quark masses m,-, and the momenta 
of the external particles. If some hiearchy of masses and momenta is assumed, 
those simplify to well known expressions in the leading log approximation 

Lj ~ In —=- , Lj ^ In r—z-, , (6) 

for the cases | p 2 | < m2- -C Mfi, and m 2 <g| p 2 | < M& respectively. These 
expressions are good enough for many purposes, for instance for the study of the 
effective weak hamiltonian. For, other cases Lj might behave like a constant. In 
general, if the penguin diagram is to be inserted in a higher loop diagram, more 
exact expressions have to be used. In the limit My/ 3>|"p 2 \,m*, the Lj's are 
independent of the external quajk momenta. In this case, the W-propagator can 
be contracted to a point, and a Fierz transformation performed. As a result, 
the penguin loop amplitude is similar to vacuum polarization 8 (see Fig.5). If the 
external momenta are ~ Mw or bigger, as they might be when the penguin diagram 
is inserted in a higher loop, external momenta must in general be kept, and the 
Lj's are cumbersome functions. However, in many cases one might still do simpli
fications which can be used for the particular higher loop diagram at hand. For 
instance, the following expression is exact in the limit where only one external 
quark momentum is put to zero (i.e. the other quark momentum is equal to the 
external gluon momentum) 

Ml m) ,-i (1 - x)M& + xm) - «(1 - *)p 2 

L i = M*w-m){X + ^Ml] L d X X ( l - X ) " n m 2-s(l-z)p 2 " ( 7 ) 

This equation holds for arbitrary heavy top quark mass and includes also the effect 
of unphy-sical Higgses in the Feynman gauge. 

Some properties of the penguin loop should be emphasized: 
i) Even if the penguin loop is potentially divergent, gauge invariance, expressed 

by the tensor {p1g'i" — p"p"), and dimensional reasons give a finite result 

~ ff^^-lnM^ (forM^ > | p 2 | ,mj) 

before the GIM-mechanism is taken into account.(g^ is the W-coupling, i.e Gp ~ 
(gw/Mw)2- To obtain the gauge invariant expression of the form (4) before GfM, 
diagrams with a gluon emitted from the external legs of the s —* d transition in 
Fig.2a have also to be considered). If the W-propagator is contracted to a point 
before the loop integration, the Ly's are divergent, but the combinations Lj — Li 
are finite after the inclusion of GIM. 

ii) The appearance of the gluon momentum tensor (p2g1"' — p^p") implies that 
the penguin diagram generates a local operator even if it looks like an irreducible 



diagram. The locality may be seen as follows: If the penguin gluon is attached 
to another quark line as in Fig.2c, the gluon polarization vector e°(G) is replaced 
by the gluon propagator ~ 1/p 2 times the coloured quark current j° for the lower 
quark line. When the external quarks are not too far off-6hell, p"j° = 0 can be 
used and the gluon propagator denominator is cancelled by the p2<7"" part of the 
gluon tensor in (4). Thus we obtain the result (3) when p 2 ~ |U2>M being the 
«normalization point ~ 1 GeV. An equivalent way to obtain the locality is to 
realize that going from momentum space to coordinate space, 

( P V " - P V ) ^ ( G ) - ( ^ G " T ; (s) 

the covariant derivative of the gluon field tensor. Again, if the external quarks are 
not too far off-shell, one may use the equations of motion to obtain (3). 

iii) When the penguin diagram Fig.2b is a part of a higher loop diagram, the 
four-tensor in (4) introduces a loop momentum squared in the numerator of the 
loop integral. The ~ p2gti" part will be cancelled by the gluon propagator and give 
an approximately local interaction inside the loop integral because the functions L, 
depend logarithmically on p 2 , p being the loop momentum. The term —p^p", which 
can be ignored for low p 2 ~ p.2, might play an important role when the penguin 
diagram is a part of a higher loop diagram. We will later refer to the terms ~ p'g1"' 
and —p^p" as the "local" and the non-local terms of the penguin respectively. In 
some higher loop diagrams the non-local term will reduce to some factor times the 
"local" term. But in other cases the non-local term will give a logarithmic factor 
more than the "local" term. 

iv) When the penguin gluon is an internal line in a diagram, the gauge depen
dent part ~ p"pp of the gluon propagator Da does not contribute: 

( P V - M*)DaW = ( 9 ; - P„P7P 2 ) • (9) 

This property is crucial when the gauge dependence with respect to QCD for a 
class of diagrams has to be checked. 

3 The penguin and the AI = 1/2 rule 
a. The p e n g u i n coefficient 

While the coefficients C± in (l) are of order one (C_ ~ 2 — 2.5, C+ ~ 0.7 for 
p. ~ 1 GeV), the penguin coefficient is an order of magnitude smaller, \CP\ ~ 
10"' for typical choices for a, and p. As can be seen from (3), the leading log 
expression for Cp is very sensitive to the explicite value chosen for p.. (In contrast 
the coefficients C±, which depend on in(Mw/p*), are rather insensitive as long as 
p. ~ 1 GeV.) Of course /«-dependence in the coefficients must be compensated by 
?. similar /«-dependence in the matrix elements of the four quark operators 1 2 . But 

' using model dependent methods to calculate matrix elements of hadronic operators, 
the /«-dependence is lost, and one has tried to argue for a reasonable value for p. to 
be used for a particular estimate. Such values could be p. ~ m r to mK for K —• nir. 
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But perturbative QCD is not expected to be valid for so small /*'s. Thus there is 
a gap between a scale ~ 0.4 and ~ 1 GeV, say, where we might loose important 
information about hadronic dynamics." The attemt to find what is going on in this 
region is the subject of recent and current studies of the A / = 1/2 rule. 

To fit the experimental data for non-leptonic decays, one has to increase 1 3 the 
penguin coefficient by a factor ~ 5 compared with the typical values obtained for 
li < 1 GeV. This would correspond to a very small value (~ 10 — 30 MeV!) of /* 
in (3). It has been pointed out that Cp has non-leading contributions which are 
important numerically 1 4. A direct computation beyond the leading log gives 4 , 1 6 

Ox-^f + b- W 
which can be seen from the next to leading expressions 

,• M& 5 , , M& 5 , . 
i „ = , l n _ f + _, Z < i = ; l n _ | _ _ . ( 1 1 ) 

Even if the naive expression in (10) must be taken with a grain of salt, it seems 
that this incomplete GIM-mechanism 1 6 will increase the penguin coefficient by a 
factor d 2. One should, however be careful. To do a proper RGE calculation of 
next to leading terms one will in general need 1 7 a calculation of the leading logs to 
order a, 2. 

Could one make a clean test of the penguin, i.e. find a process where only Hp 
contributes? Such a possibility might r e found in weak radiative decays of baryons. 
These are thought to proceed by pole diagrams (For instance E + -+ p; p —• p~j for 
S + —• p7). Then D~ —» H~7 and 5" —* E~i can proceed only through the 
penguin 1 8 . However, it turns out that the a" —» £" ' / mode is determined by 
unitarity contributions 1 9 . There will also be important contributions to these decay 
modes from a s - » ^ transition enhanced 2 0 by QCD. However, still these radiative 
decays can be used in the following way: If the penguin coefficient is enhanced a 
factor ~ 5 by hand, and one uses Hp for the weak transitions in the pole diagram, 
one will probably come in conflict with the experimental bound for the process 
0~ —» S~*i. Thus the penguin effect do not seem to play an equally important role 
in all non-leptonic processes, and therefore a more sofisticated explanation for the 
A / = 1/2 rule beyond a naive use of (3) must be found for K —• 7T7T. 

It has been noted 2 1 that the penguin diagram can be isolated in the process 
B —» Ktj). But for fi-decays heavier particles are involved, and we do not get a 
direct test of the CP-conserving AS = 1 penguin from this process. 

b. Matrix elements of penguin operators 
The vector vertex in the lower line of the penguin diagram can be split in a 

left- and a right-handed part. Accordingly, the penguin operator QP can be split 
in left-left(LL) and a left-right(LR) parts Q%L and Qp*. For an off-shell K -» r 
transition, the matrix element of LL type operators as QpL and Q ± in (2) may 
easily be seen to have the form 

< i r | © " | J 0 ~ / * / » P i r - * r . (12) 
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Figure 4: a): Picture of left-rigt four quark operators generated by the diagram in 
Fig.2c. b): Contribution from a) to the K -* IT transition which solves the chiral 
constraint problem, c): A self-penguin diagram 

This form corresponds to the vacuum insertion approximation, understood as the 
product of two left-handed currents ~ /K,T(PK,»)''> and to the lowest order result , 
obtained from the chiral lagrangean. 

It was pointed out in Ref. 8,9 that even if the penguin coefficients were small, 
the matrix element of the LR part of HP could still be sizeable due to its chiral 
structure. Using a Fierz transformation, an LR operator is turned into a product 
of (L and R) quark densities. If this is combined with PCAC one obtains 8 

WAV ~ SKU. "wff+ml • ( 1 3 ) 

Due to the small current quark masses in the denominator, it has been argued that 
this expression could explain the AI = 1/2 rule. However, it has not the correct 
chiral structure which should b e 2 2 , 2 S the same as in (12). (Moreover, the K —* 2ir 
amplitude can not necessarily be explained by the K — > JT transition alone 2 4 ) The 
solution to this problem was found by Donoghue 2 6 and Gavela et a l . 2 6 . By taking 
into account additional tadpole diagrams (see Fig.4b) corresponding to so-called 
anomalous commutator t e r m s 2 5 , 2 6 ' 2 7 , 2 8 , it was shown that the right hand side of 
(13) has to be multiplied by an extra factor px • P i /A 2 , where A ~ 1 GeV. Thus 
the chiral constraint (12) is restored, but (ir\QpR\K) is now suppressed by a factor 
A - 2 , and according to the corrected version 2 6 , 2 6 of (13), the penguin diagram seems 
to be unable to explain the AI = 1/2 ru le 2 6 , 2 9 . It should however be emphasized 
that it is the standard short distance approach of the penguin diagram 8 , 9 which 
fails to explain the AI = 1/2 rule for reasonable fi's. 

One should note that if one considers the K —• JTJT amplitude directly, the result 

(m„ + md) (m, + m u ) / , A2 

has been tained 5 , 9 . This result has the correct chiral behaviour, but the expla
nation of the AI — 1/2 rule remains a problem, as stated above. 

c. The Self-penguin 
It has been mentioned previously that the pure electroweak s —> d transition in 

Fig.2a is very suppressed (it is ~ Gjr(m2 -mJ) /M3, ) , and does not play a significant 
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role in K —* 2n decays.(See Ref. 30 for an alternative opinion). It has, however, 
recently been pointed out by Shabalin 3 1 that if the penguin giuon is reabsorbed at 
the s- or d-quark line as in Fig.4c, the resulting diagram for s —• d is not suppressed 
like the diagram in Fig.2a, because the GIM-suppression is logarithmic instead of 
power-like. But still the result of Fig.4c is of course zero on the mass-shell. It 
was argued in Ref. 31 that this new part of the s —* d transition could explain 
the AI = 1/2 rule. Objections have been raised against this statement in two 
papers 3 2 , 3 3 . These authors concluded that still the self-penguin has no significant 
effect on the total AI = 1/2 amplitude. 

In a recent paper Shabalin 3 4 has argued that the ordinary penguin diagram 
can explain ~ 80% of the AT — 1/2 amplitude. In Ref. 34 the calculations was 
performed within a linear (T-model, and the role of the tadpole transition for K —• 
vac. was emphasized. 

4 Low momentum penguin contributions. 
a. A n e w phi losophy 

In this section the penguin diagram will still be considered as the possible 
explanation of the AI = 1/2 rule. But it will not be assumed to be short distance 

. dominated. In other words, ln(m 2 / / i 2 ) is not considered as a leading log, Cp can be 
(almost) neglected at the scale i± ~ 1 GeV, and tne quarks in the penguin loop feel 
the confinement for loop momenta below some scale A < mc. We make the following 
idealization: The loop momentum region is divided in a " high momentum' 1 (HMR) 
and a "low momentum"(LMR) region at a scale A ~ 1 GeV < mc. In the HMR 
ordinary perturbative QCD is valid, while in the LMR confinement effects has to 
taken into account in some model dependent way. For the c-quark loop, mc acts 
essentially as an effective infrared cut-off. Thus the c-quark loop belongs entirely 
to the HMR, while the u-quark loop gets contributions from both regions. In 
the HMR, the u- and c-quark loops approximately cancel. Thus we are mainly 
left with u-quark contributions for loop momenta below A. In this region (LMR) 
we have to use a model which can take into account such low loop momenta. 
Applications of the philosophy described above are performed 3 6 , 3 6 , 3 7 in terms of 
the MIT-bag model 3 8 and a chira! model with a mixed quark-meson phase 3 9 . This 
will be described in the next subsections. 

The approach described in this section has common features with the approach 
ofRef. 3,16. However, I have considered (model dependent) low energy quark ef
fects, while i i Ref. 3,16 all long distance effects are attributed to the meson sector. 

b . T h e " b a g g e d pengu in" 
The philosophy described in the preceeding subsection was used in Ref. 35 by 

applying the MIT-bag model in the LMR. This was done by replacing the free 
quark-propagators by confined propagators S(x, y) written in terms of MIT-bag 
wave functions. The amplitude for the penguin diagram (see Fig.5a) may then be 
written 
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Ap ~ a.GF[C+ + C.\J j^d'xd'yJ^s - d)W»{x,y)A°0(y; q) (15) 

where 17"" is a vacuum polarization like tensor. S(x, y) is a sum over quark modes. 
Thus TV1 is a double sum over bag model quark modes for the left and right part 
of the quark loop in Fig.5a. To obtain the contribution from the LMR, this double 
sum should run over modes corresponding to quark-energies below A. ./?(* —* d) 
is a left-handed coloured current for the s —* d transition, and A% is the colour 
electric potential which can be deduced from the coloured quark cur rent 3 8 , 4 0 . 

It is found that the low momentum contributions calculated from (15) are in 
fact more important than the standard short distance contribution given by Cp. 
Even if (15) represents a long distance effect, the result can be parametrized in 
terms of an effective penguin coefficient for the K —* jr transition 

CP -> C P (Bag) ^ (3to5) x CP (16) 

Alternatively, this effect can be parametrized as a part of the matrix elements of 
the left-left operators Q±, as the lattice approach for the "eye-diagram". It should 
be noted that Cp(Bag) is smaller for weak baryonic transitions to be used in the 
process ft —• H7, mainly due to bigger bag radii for the baryons. Thus an increase 
of the low momentum penguin effect in the case of K —* 7rw does not imply 1 8 a 
violation of the upper limit of the process ft —» S-y. 

To be consistent with our long distance approach, low momentum contributions 
to the loop diagram in Fig.lb should also be calculated. Such effects may be 
intepreteded as process dependent modifications (probably of order 10 — 20%) of 
the coefficients C± of Ref. 6, or better, as contributions to the matrix elements of 
Q± for momenta ~ 1 GeV. 

The result in (16) is of course welcome. However, in bag model calculations 
one cannot control the chiral constraint in (12) because the bag model is static and 
has trouble with chiral invariance. Therefore the calculation is repeated in a model 
with chiral invariance, and which can account for the momentum dependence of 
the amplitude as in (12). Moreover, the model should include quarks in order to 
have a penguin diagram. Calculations within such a model will be considered in 
the next subsection. 

c. The " chi ra l p e n g u i n " 
Georgi and Manohar" have introduced an effective chiral field theory which 

fits nicely into the philosophy of subsection a). This model has three phases. The 
chiral symmetry breaking scale A x is assumed to be separated from the confinement 
scale AQCD. More explicitely, one uses A x ~ 4jf/„ ~ 1 GeV. Above the scale A x 

(in the HMR), we have the standard perturbative QCD phase with gluons and 
current quarks. For loop momenta below A x down to ~ AQCD there is a mixed 
phase with gluons, constituent quarks and Goldstone octet mesons [K,ir,ri). Below 
the scale ~ AQCD gluons and quarks are integrated out, and we are left with an 
ordinary chirz' lagrangian in terms of mesons. In the mixed phase, there are QCD 
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Figure 5: Low momentum penguins. The interaction (2) is acting at the point de
noted x. a): Fierz transformed version of F ig.2c, illustrating the "bagged penguin". 
b): The "chiral penguin". 

interactions and chiral interactions of the same form as in the pure meson phase. 
In addition there are meson-quark interactions with a vertex factor 

~ -rP • 1 Ts , (17) 
lit 

where p is the meson momentum. The mixed phase effective theory is non-renor-
malizable, but A x is regarded as a physical ultraviolet cut-off for the theoiy. 

Using the quark-meson coupling described above, the low loop momentum pen
guin diagram corresponding to a K —• IT transition is represented by the "chiral 
penguin" diagram in Fig.5b. A result satisfying the chiral constraint in (12) is ob
tained. Explicitely, I obtained the following ratio between AI = 1/2 and A / = 3/2 
amplitudes 

r = r u + . , x k k . [ l + £-l .*\ (18) 

which includes the ;esult, rj,£ ~ 3 to i, due to the effective hamiltonian in Ref. 
6 . r)x is a factor — 1 depending on the details of the model 6 ' 5 8 , 3 7 . It should be 
emphasized that (a,)x is the quark-gluon coupling strength in the .nixed phase, 
which due to interactions between mesons and quarks is expected to be different 
from a, in the QCD phase5-'7. 

The factor F =; 8 contains the result of the loop calculation. A good analytical 
approximation for F is 

F « [ l a A - l ] . [ I n Æ + | ] . (19) 
m ' TO* L 

where m is the constituent quark mass (-that is, Ax/m ~ 3. In a refined approach, 
including the region from A x to m c , Kx in the first parenthesis is replaced by me, 
which makes F bigger). We observe that the formally non-leading terms in (19), 
which are obtained from a detailed analysis5-*7 of the loop diagram in Fig.5b. are 
numerically important. 

In Ref. 5,36,37 it is argued that (a,)x ^ 0.5 to 0.7 has to be used. Then one 
typically obtains r ~ 10, which is roughly half of the needed enhancement. But 
still the result is encouraging and points towards a better understanding of the 
AI = 1/2 rule. However, to draw a conclusion on the AI = 1/2 rule within the 
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n-^4^ 
Figure 6: Diagrams for the NEDM. a): A ud -* duf diquark mechanism, b): 
Diagram at baryon level illustrating the contribution of Ref. 43 

model of Ref. 39, one has to consider all effects at the same level, which is a hard 
task. Moreover, it is probably hard to find a well denned matching of the theories 
in the QCD and mixed phases at n = A x . 

5 CP-violating effects from higher loops 
a.Electric dipole moment of the neutron ( N E D M ) 

Within the Standard Model this is an extremely small effect ~ G/Im(A aA|). 
Experimentally \d^\ < 1 0 _ S B e-cm . EDM for a single quark is zero at two loop 
level (~ Gp), but including QCD it is non-zero at three loop 4 1 to order a.Gp. 
Numerically this gives ~ 10" 3 4 for NEDM. Taking into account the interactions 
of two quarks in the neutron (see Fig.6a), one obtains somewhat bigger values 4 2. 
The biggest value (~ 10~ 3 1) has been given by Gavela et al . 4 S They intepreted 
the diagram in terms of two intermediate strange baryon poles. One of these 
has to be a negative parity baryon. Thus the amplitude contains the product 
of two weak hadronic matrix elements and an electromagnetic vertex l / 2 + —• 
1/2" + f. The total amplitude is therefore rather sensitive to the involved quark 
model parameters. 

The diagram in Fig.6a can also be intepreted as a two loop diagram 4 4. Then the 
full class of diagrams to the same order has to be considered. For instance there are 
diagrams involving the "photo-penguin" (Fig.3c) interaction. The obtained short 
distance result, being ~ \n{m\lm\) due to a two-fold GIM-mechanism, seems to 
be somewhat smaller; 10" 3 8 to 10" S ! . In this case another matrix element of only 
one four quark operator is involved. Probably the "long distance result" 4 3 and 
the "short distance result"4 4 are not very different in magnitude if the same quark 
model had been used to calculate the hadronic matrix elements. 

A measured value of NEDM significantly bigger than 10 _ 3 0 e-cm would be a 
clear signal of new physics beyond the Standard Model. 

b .Double penguin like diagrams for K — K mixing 
Within the Standard Model the CP-violating parameter e in K — K mixing 

is though', to be dominated by the Box diagram (Fig.7a) with a corresponding 
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s(h) u,c,t p(s) 

w | | w 

d(s) s(b) 

Figure 7: a): The box diagram, b): The same interaction if W is contracted to a 
point, c): The lowest order Siamese penguin for sd —> da 

effective AS = 2 hamiltonian 1 • '•"•"'^ 

HBox ~ G^d^^YKmlvi + >>W,V2 - 2A 0 A ( m 2 („ 3 In ^ - * i ) l . (20) 

which is formally valid for mj -C M^\j = u,c,t . For mt ~ Afiy, the mass 
dependences ~ mj and ~ ro2 In(m 2 /m 2 ) in the second and third terms are slightly 
modified*8. The rn's (t = 1,2,3) are perturbative QCD correction factors 4 8 which 
can be basically understood 4 9 ' 5 0 in terms of the square of the effective A S = 1 
hamiltonian of Ref. 6 (see Fig7b). e is proportional to the imaginary part of the 
[ ] parenthesis in (20). 

The first term, which is KM-favoured, corresponds to u- and c-quarks in the 
loop, and gives a short distance contribution to the KL — Ks mass difference Amjt 
(Significant long distance contributions to A m * are obtained when the qq pair 
in the loop diagram is intepreted as intermediate meson poles 1 , 1 , 4 7 ) . The second 
term ~ A2, correponding to c- and t-quarks in the loop, is formally double KM-
suppressed due to |A,|2 <£ |A U | 2 . However, being ~ m 2 , this term is important 
and might even dominate the theoretical value of t for mt ~ Mw- The third 
term ~ A uA t, which I will denote interference term, corresponds to u- and c-quarks 
running on one quark line in the loop , and c- and t-qurks at the other quark 
line. This term is formally KM-fa-oured compared to the second term ~ A', and 
will probably dominate the theoretical value of £ if the top quark is relatively 
light. The relative importance of the second .jid third term for e will turn out to 
determine the significance of the double penguin-like (DPL) diagrams considered 
in this subsection. 

The effective hamiltonian (20) can also be applied t o f l - f l mixing with the 
obvious replacements s —» 6, d —> s, d for B = B,td- The KM-parameters are also 
changed: Ay = A? -+ A^. For B-B mixing the second term ~ (Af ) s -m* dominates 
completely and the other terms can be safely neglected 4 7 , 5 1 . 

K - K mixing to order G} can not proceed through a diagram where a single 
penguin loop is involved. For this one needs two penguin-like interactions. The 
simplest example 5 2 is the "siamese-" (or "di-") penguin in Fig.7c with an effective 
interaction 1 , 5 3 

2 2 

HSP ~ Gj—[A. In ̂  - A, In ̂ Wh^W d* - W K * * * ) , (21) 
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w w 
Figure 8: Double penguin like diagrams, a): A double penguin diagram. b):The 
annihilation channel version of a), c): A Siamese penguin d): A mixed penguin. 
e): A diamond diagram. 

which is a nonlocal interaction due to the derivates. It is found 5 5 that the contri
bution of this interaction is less than 10% of the box. 

A sd <-> ds transition to order G} can also proceed through the double penguin 
(DP) diagram 6 2 in Fig.8a. In Ref. 52 this was estimated by intepreting the diagram 
as two separate penguin interactions and the id pair as intermediate meson states. 
This gave a small contribution. Later the DP diagram was considered as a three 
loop diagram 5 4. To estimate the diagram the involved penguin loops were taken as 
constant effective vertices. The remaining loop integration was box-like with the t-
quark mass as effective cut-off, and the DP diagram was found to be proportional 
to m,. (In this case the crosses in the circle in Fig.7b can be intepreted as the 
constant penguin vertices, and the light quarks are running in the remaining box
like loop). In this way they obtained an upper bound for the top quark mass from 
the knowledge of Am*-. This conclusion of Ref. 54 initiated our investigation of 
DPL diagrams"-5 6. 

A closer analysis shows that the conclusion of Ref. 54 is not correct, m, is only 
the effective cut-off for the term ~ Aj. For the KM-favoured term ~ Aj, m e is the 
effective cut-off. Moreover, to draw a conclusion concerning DP diagrams, we have 
to consider all DPL diagrams to the same order (a,/ir)*Gp. It turns out to be in 
total 36 irreducible DPL diagrams when all kinds of crossed diagrams are taken 
into account 6 5 , 6 6 . Typical examples are shown in Fig.8. We have found it fruitful to 
divide these in four different classes: Double penguins (DP ; 8 diagrams), Siamese 
penguins (SP ; 8 diagr.), Mixed penguins (MP ; 16 diagr.), and Diamonds (D ; 4 
diagr.). 

Note that we now need an expression for the s —» dGG loop (see Fig.3a) corre-
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sponding to eq.(7) for the 5 —» dG loop. But fortunately we only need the result 
in the case where the two gluons have opposite four momenta. This simplifies the 
calculation. Performing the Dirac-algebra, the DP and SP diagrams can always be 
reduced to some factor times the following integral over virtual loop momenta p: 

JDP ~ / dp>(^)2 P V ) - P ' V ) (22) 

where P1-11 are the expressions for the two relevant penguin loops obtained from 
(7) by including GIM. Note that JDP is divergent for P = const, or P ~ ln(p 2), but 
from (7) we find that P ~ 1 / p 2 in the ultra-violet region and therefore JDp is finite! 
In the MP and D cases the loop integrals will be given by similar expressions. 

The effective interaction due to all DPL diagrams can be written in a form 
similar to the box interaction 

HDPL ~ GJ(d^Ls)' [A2 J u u + XUtt - 2XaXtJj\, (23) 

where the colour factors are included in the 7, ; quantities. In a reasonable analyt
ical approximation we found the leading behaviour 

J»~(^)V. 4~(7W, ^~(v) 2 m'( l n3) 2- ™ 
7T 3T tr m£ 

Thus, for the (non-inteference) terms ~ Aj, there are no extra logarithmic enhance
ment to compensate for the suppression factor (a,/jr) 3 of DPL's. (This might sound 
surprising because the P'a in J include leading logs. However, from the expressions 
in (6), we find that the logs are approximately zero for the momenta dominating 
(22).) However, for the intefertnce term Jui we found an extra log compared to 
the box case, which will partially compensate for the (a./jr) 2 suppression. 

The box result includes RGE QCD corrections , and it should not be compared 
with the DPL result for a constant a,. The RGE calculations corresponding to 
higher order QCD corrections to the box diagram are rather complicated to perform 
in a rigorous way 4 6 , and to do it for DPL diagrams would be even more difficult. 
To take QCD corrections into account in a more realistic way than using a constant 
a„ we inserted a, —» a,(p2) in (22). (We refer to this as "hybrid QCD correction") 
We used the exact expressions for the s -* dG and a —> dGG loops and performed 
the integration numerically. -We found that the classes of diagrams add up almost 
coherently. This coherence and the extra logarithmic enhancement in Jut implies 
a significant inteference term compared to the box inteference term: 

/ D P L , 1 
^ Box" fc-^-i' W 

while the DPL's terms ~ AJ and A* give contributions < 5% of the corresponding 
box contributions. 

To sum up: 
/ / the box contribution to c is dominated by the inteference term, and if the 

"hybrid QCD corrections" are reliable, DPL diagrams will reduce the theoretical 
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value of e by es 25%! On the other hand, DPL contributions to Amjf, the CP-
violating term ~ A2 and to B — B mixing (~ (Af ) 2 ) are unimportant. 

Comments: 
i)We have found by direct calculation that the Sum of all the 36 DPL dia

grams are gauge invariant with respect to QCD in the leading and next to leading 
approximation. This provides a good check of our result. 

ii)The DPL diagrams are not included in the QCD correction factors of the box 
hamiltonian (20). For instance, the leading log behaviour is different in the two 
cases: 

[B,„)lnt ~ In g £ ) C Æ l„ g ) - , (HDPL)Inl ~ Æ In g ) ' . (26) 

(The c„'s are numbers). Abo, DPL diagrams have a different geometrical loop 
structure than QCD correction diagrams ~ af to the box diagram. Thus the 
operators needed at the intermediate steps, when integrating out the heavy scales, 
are different. 

iii) There are also reducible diagrams of order ( a . /w) 2 not included in (24),(25). 
These are QCD corrections to the non-local interaction in (21). 

iv) If we had taken a, as a constant, a, = a,[m^) a 0.4, the result - 1/4 in 
(25) had been replaced by -0.6 ! 

To test the Standard Model it is important to have a precise theoretical value of 
c. A precice value for the the well known BK- parameter, containing long distance 
hadronic effects in the box- and the DPL-mteractions, is then needed. Lattice 
calculations will give us an answer for this quantity. But it is also important to have 
a precise value of short distance effects. Very recently, we have started to reconsider 
the previous DPL result to see if it is possible to improve the understanding of QCD 
corrections compared to the hybrid procedure used previously 5 5 , 5 6 . (Note that some 
kind of "hybrid" next to leading QCD corrections to the box graph are also con
sidered 5 7 in the litterature). Preliminary results indicate that the total DPL result, 
although formally changed, stays numerically at the same level. 

The most important question for the significance of DPL diagrams is the precice 
values of the KM-parameters. When we did our calculations, the values were 
thought to be such 1 that £ is dominated by the inteference box term. However, to 
fit the ARGUS da t a 5 8 for B* — 5d mixing, it seems neccessary *hat the top mass 
must be relatively big and that the KM-parameters are such that the ~ A? term 
will dominate c. We have found that a heavy top quark has a minor influence 
on the DPL contribution itself. But the DPL contribution, being ~ —25% of the 
non-dominating inteference term in (20) will in this case play a minor role in the 
determination of the theoretical value of e. Estimates taking into account the 
"new" values*' 5 9 of the KM-parameters indicate that the DPL contributions will 
only give a ~ 5 — 10% reduction of e. But if the d a t a 6 8 are relaxed, DPL diagrams 
could still give a reduction of « by 15 - 20%. 
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-̂v̂  d — * 

Figure 9: Quark diagrams for s —• (£77. a). The pure electroweak diagram studied 
previously, b): The Fierz transformed version of a) for W considered as heavy, c): 
A penguin induced two loop diagram. 

c. Short distance aspects of KLiS —* 77 
Such processes 6 0 has recently studied been in a mesonic picture 6 1. Here I will 

only consider the short distance aspects. An important short distance contri
bution to Ki -» 77 is the electroweak loop ~ GFctemQ§ for si -» 77 (see Fig.9a) 
considered by Gaillard and Lee 6 2 (Qu = 2/3). This diagram can account for ~ 20% 
of the observed rate. When the W is considered as heavy, this diagram is related to 
the triangle diagram 6 3. Due to the GIM-mechanism, the mass independent part of 
the anomaly cancels, and the amplitude will be ~ m~2 when heavy quarks (q=c,t) 
are running in the (triangle) loop. Thus the ~ Xt part of the amplitude is extremely 
small. 

The possibility to measure CP-violation in K —• 77 has been considered pre
viously 6 4. Of course there will be indirect CP-violation due to K — R mixing. But 
it is also interesting to see if there is direct CP-violation in the K —* 77 amplitude, 
i.e an effect similar to é in K —* JTJT. One defines the following parameter for 
CP-violation in K -> 77 {CP = - ) 

1- s —* • 77(CP = - ) ) 
A(KL - ri{CP = - ) ) 

- e + <,(_) (27) 

Because there is no CP-violation (~ ImA() in Fig.9a, direct CP-violation for 
CP = — photons is thought to be decribed by a pole diagram for K ~* ir°,ij,ti' —> 
77, where the weak K —* meson transition is going through a CP-violating penguin. 
This gives 6 5 a value for e'^/e ~ 30 times e'/e for K -* nx (For CP = + photons 
there is a similar result). However, the pole amplitude is rather uncertain due to 
IJ — IJ' mixing 6 1. Recently, we pointed out 6 6 that if the W-exchange in Fig.9a is 
replaced by a penguin interaction, one obtains significant direct CP-violation in a 
sd -» 77 amplitude for CP = - photons ~ GFaemQ% (see Fig.9c). In a quasi-local 
limit of the penguin part of the loop, this diagram might also be reduced to the 
triangle diagram. However, now the heavy quarks sit in the penguin interaction 
with logarithmic GIM-suppression, and the light d- and s-quarks are running in the 
triangle loop. Thus the CP-violation in Fig.9c is not suppressed as the diagram 
of Fig.9a. The effective interaction obtained from Fig.9c has the same operator 
structure structure as Fig.9a: It is proportional to the electromagnetic tensor and 
its dual, and to a quark current with a well known hadronic matrix element. The 
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~ Å| part containing CP-violation is proportional to: 

. ~ * „ oc, , m? ., mtm, 5 2. , . 
~A,g2G,a^ta^(ln-iri + 5 - 5 ) , (28) 

where A is some infrared effective cut-off depending on the approximation used. 
The quark diagram in Fig.9c corresponds to the meson pole diagram if low momenta 
are flowing in the triangle part of the loop. To avoid double counting, A cannot be 
chosnn too low.( To ensure that we consider short distance effects only, we might 
taks A = m e ) . Note that the log • log term in (28) is solely due to the non-local 
part of the penguin, while the term ~ - 2 / 3 is the "local" contribution. From (28) 
we obtain the result based on the diagram Fig.9c alone: 

I'-HHAI» ~ k t o To • ( 2 9 ) 

that is, numerically roughly the same as the meson pole result. Thus the penguin 
induced two loop diagram gives significant direct CP-violation. (There are also a 
similar photo-penguin (Fig.3c) induced diagrams not considered yet). If a quantity 
of this order of magnitude can be measured in the near future in another issue. 

d. S h o r t u i s t ance a spec t s of Aj, —> ir°e+e~ 
It is well known that the electroweak quark process s —> drf plays an important 

role in the rare decays 6 2 ' 6 7 , 6 8 ' 6 9 ' 7 0 . Recently, it has been stated that for the particular 
case Kj, —> ir°e+e~ the dominating amplitude, which proceed through one (virtual) 
photon ; Kt —> 7r°7 —* ir°e+e~, is CP-violating 7 1 ' 7 2 . An experimental test of this 
mode is running at present 7 3 . Moreover, the CP-violating transition K^ —• irf is 
dominated by the short distance quark t ransi t ion 6 8 , 6 9 

~ \tGFQv{h,LS)[r,$CD In ^ | + 7 « c c ] . (30) 

»fø = 1 and 7$ = 0 correspond to the leading log approximation of the electro
magnetic (EM)-penguin in Fig.3b. Inclusion of QCD corrections like in Fig.lOa give 
77$ ~ 0.4 to 0.5 for mi ~ 30 to 80 GeV. 7* gets significant contributions from 
QCD mass renormalization (see Fig.lOb.) This is a ~ 5—30% correction 6 9 , smallest 
for a heavy top. 

Recently we pointed ou t 7 4 that there are also penguin induced short distance 
contributions not included in (30). These correspond to diagrams like Fig. 10c and 
gives an amplitude 

~ A,G,QD(i l l LLs)^- In ^[fjD\ In 4 + ID] , (31) 
7T TO* £ TO* 

where the factors tjo and 70 are put in to anticipate higher order QCD corrections. 
(Direct computation of the diagram in Fig.lOc gives tjj> = 1 and 7 0 = §) If a , in 
(31) is taken at the charm scale, we find that T}D — 0.5 for a wide range of m,, 
and that the amplitude in (31) represents an increase of the CP-violating a -* di 
transition amplitude by ~ 10%. In total we found 6 9 ' 7 ' 1 an increase ~ 20 — 50% 
beyond the leading log result in Ref. 68. 
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Figure 10: s -* di diagrams ~ ea,Gp. a): QCD correction to the EM-penguin in 
Fig.3b. b): QCD mass correction to Fig.3b. c): A penguin induced diagram where 
the photon is emitted from a charge -1/3 quark. 

6 Conclusions 
We have described some early 8 , 9 attempts and some recent model dependent at
t empt s 5 , 3 7 to understand the AI = 1/2 rule in terms of the penguin diagram. 
There are also other approaches 7 6 , some of them described at this conference. The 
final proof for the A / = 1/2 rule is still not established, but the understanding 
has been growing the last years. The explanation of the rule is probably still 
related to the penguin diagram in some way, but it is more subtle than described 
in Ref. 8,9. (Possibly long distance penguin effects are mimicked by using an 
artificially low / i 9 , 3 4 ) The lattice approach should sooner or later obtain the AI = 
1/2 effect, but still better stastistics has to be obtained. (Note that the long 
distance approaches of section 4 should be rough models of the "eye- diagram" 
considered in the lattice approach.) QCD sum rules surprisingly failed to produce 
a AI = 1/2 enhancement 7 6 . But at this conference a very interesting calculation 
of rather violent behaviour of AI = 1/2 amplitudes was presented 7 7 (-explaining 
why Ref. 76 failed). 

Higher order loop effects have played an important role in rare kaon decays. 
Here I have presented calculations which show that penguin diagrams inserted in 
higher loops might play a significant role in precise tests of the Standard Model for 
rare decays of kaons. Penguin-like interactions will also play an important role in 
similar 6 —» s processes 7 8 which will be extensively studied in the future. Accurate 
calculations of such loop effects are important in order to find whether there is new 
physics beyond the Standard Model. 
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